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CIRCLE THE BEST ANSWER:

1. What were the core groups involved in the discussion around the Medical Care Availability and Reduction of Error (MCare) Act?
   a. Pennsylvania Hospital Association and Pennsylvania Health System
   b. Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers Group and Pennsylvania Medical Society
   c. Pennsylvania Insurance Association and trial lawyers
   d. Pennsylvania Medical Society, Hospital and Health System Association of Pennsylvania, Insurance Federation of Pennsylvania and trial lawyers

2. The model used for The Pennsylvania Patient Safety Authority (Authority) was based on one that what used in what industry?
   a. Healthcare
   b. Military
   c. Aviation
   d. Higher Education

3. What was a major factor in the development of the Authority?
   a. Leadership
   b. Funding
   c. Structure
   d. Membership

4. What is the Authority's primary objective?
   a. Improve patient safety by educating healthcare facilities about trends seen in data.
   b. Improve clinical competency by providing courses in harm prevention.
   c. Improve communication across large health systems in the state
   d. Improve relations amongst all stakeholders in MCare Act

5. To open communication among Patient Safety Officers in Pennsylvania, what initiative was developed by the Authority?
   a. Patient Safety Net (PSN)
   b. Patient Safety Care Maps (PassPort)
   c. Patient Safety Collaborative (PassColl)
   d. Patient Safety Knowledge Exchange (PassKey)
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